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Surveyed & drawn by Keith Fort, for One
ElevenProductions, 11/3/15, updated
dimensions in field. Drawing is not
complete in all architectural details.

Stage Right
Dressing Room
(upstairs) - with toilet

Proscenium: 50'-3"w x 28'-3"h

Stage Left
Dressing Room
(upstairs) - no toilet

Footprint approx. 60'x 30'-permanent

PP screen approx. 60' x 30' - permanent

For H mixing position:
Two rows of chairs have been
removed. Table is 28"w x 24"h x
15' long. Space from chair back
to chair back is 6'4". Chair back
to table is 3'6", incl 14" bench
seat back. There is a 2'8"
back space on house R that does
not have a table.
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